
36-Unit Chromebook Cart Bundle 
 
For your classroom, you need computers that are efficient, durable, and affordable. You also 
need convenient storage and transport. 
 
Our 36-unit Chromebook Cart Bundle will satisfy those needs. This turnkey Chromebook + 
cart solution has everything you need for a classroom to be up and running, and fast. 
 
With the bundle, you get the following: 

● 36 CTL NL71 Chromebooks 
● 36 Google Education Upgrade (Chrome Management) Licenses-- required for managing 

devices through Google Domain; lets administrators configure networks and user 
access, manage applications, and maintain and manage the status of each device. 

● 1 Ergotron YES Basic charging cart 
● Freight shipping included in the price 

 
About the Chromebooks 
 
Let’s face it: kids are going to grab laptops roughly, close them hard, spill things on them and 
even drop them. So you need the laptops to be able to last, but you also need them to be 
functional and lightweight. The CTL NL71 Chromebook has you covered in so many ways: 
 

● A specially textured surface that helps prevent dropping 
● Water-resistant keyboad that funnels spills away instead of allowing liquids to get inside 

and destroy components 
● Extremely durable materials 
● Weighs just 2.5 lbs-- no tired arms or sore backs! 
● One USB-C port, two USB 3.0 ports, and one HDMI port let students connect to phones, 

USB sticks, external monitors, and other devices. 
● Micro SD port 
● Combo audio jack with HD Webcam, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth 5.0 

 
About the Cart 
 
Sometimes your students are going to have to take their laptops from one part of the building to 
another. You also need a convenient way to store and charge all those laptops. This makes the 
economical, durable, and flexible YES Basic cart a perfect solution. 
 

● Store, charge, and transport up to 36 mini-laptops and tablets with screen sizes up to 
13”. Some 14” sizes will even fit. 

● Easily adjustable bay width and shelf height to accommodate your needs 
● Compatible with Chromebooks, MacBooks, Surface Pros, iPads, e-Readers, and other 

hand-held devices. Mix and match. 
● Simple power system that charges all devices through a single cord to a wall 



● Heavy-duty steel construction for durability and security 
● A footprint of just 23 X 23 inches (59 X 59 cm) means it won’t take up too much 

already-limited classroom space. 

 
This 36-unit Chromebook cart bundle is a perfect way to meet the technology needs of any K-12 
classroom! 
 
 
 

IMPORTANT: This written material has been prepared based on sources which you 
provided. Neither Flocksy or the creative who wrote the copy makes any claims whatsoever 
as to the accuracy of the information contained within, and they are not responsible for any 
legal or financial difficulty resulting from the use of this written material. We encourage you 
to review it thoroughly before disseminating it or using it in trade. 
 
SOURCES USED: 
 

Original text from client: 

This CTL 30 Unit Chromebook Cart Bundle has been designed as a turn-key classroom 

Chromebook + Cart solution that includes everything needed to get a classroom 

up-and-running with Chromebooks. The bundle includes: 

36 x CTL Chromebook NL71 
36 x Google Education Upgrade (Chrome Management) Licenses 
1 x Ergotron YES BASIC Cart 
Freight Shipping included 

 
The Chromebooks 

The CTL Chromebook NL71 has been designed for the rigors of K-12 education. It 

features a special textured surface that helps to prevent drops if your students grab 

their laptops loosely or carelessly. 

This device’s keyboard is made of the latest water-resistant materials. The design 

funnels spills out of the laptop instead of letting liquids destroy internal 



components. Don’t be fooled: extremely durable materials do not make this 

Chromebook hard to transport. The entire device has a lightweight body that only 

weighs 2.5 lbs. That is lighter than most textbooks! Avoid heavy devices that put 

even more strain on your students’ back. 

One USB-C, two USB 3.0, and one HDMI ports allow students to have enough space 

to connect their phones, USB sticks, external monitors and other devices. Also 

features Micro SD port, and a combo audio jack with a HD Web Camera, Wi-Fi and 

Bluetooth 5.0. 

The Cart 

Yes Basic is economical, durable and flexible. Charge, store and transport up to 36 

mini-laptops and tablets with screen sizes up to 13"—and some up to 14". Ships 

configured for 36 devices. Larger devices may fit this cart too: Just set the cart’s bay 

width and shelf height for your requirements. One size fits all! Mix and match 

Chromebooks, MacBooks and Surface Pros with iPads, e-Readers and hand-helds. 

It’s completely up to you. A simple power management system safely charges all 

your devices and sends a single cord to the wall. The heavy-duty steel construction 

provides durability and security. This economical charge cart’s footprint is just 23" x 

23" (59 x 59 cm) 

The Google License 

This license allows administrators to configure networks, manage installation or 

access to applications, configure individual user access, and maintain and manage 

the status of each device. This license is a requirement for managing your Chrome 

devices through Google domain. 

 



chrome-extension://bpmcpldpdmajfigpchkicefoigmkfalc/views/app.html 

 


